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COMPLAINT
1.

This complaint is filed pursuant to 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(1) and is based on information
and belief that GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. has made, and Rebuilding America Now
(ID: C00618876) may have solicited and has received, contributions from a person who
has received a federal government contract, in violation of the Federal Election
Campaign Act (“FECA”), 52 U.S.C. § 30101, et seq.

2.

Specifically, based on published reports, complainants have reason to believe that GEO
Corrections Holdings, Inc. violated FECA’s prohibition on any federal contractor making
a contribution to a political committee while negotiating or performing a federal contract,
52 U.S.C. § 30119(a)(1), and that Rebuilding America Now may have violated the ban on

knowingly soliciting a federal contractor to make such a contribution, 52 U.S.C.
§ 30119(a)(2).
3.

“If the Commission, upon receiving a complaint … has reason to believe that a person
has committed, or is about to commit, a violation of [the FECA] … [t]he Commission
shall make an investigation of such alleged violation ….” 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(2)
(emphasis added); see also 11 C.F.R. § 111.4(a).
FACTS

4.

Rebuilding America Now is an independent expenditure-only political committee (i.e., a
“super PAC”) that filed its statement of organization with the Commission on June 2,
2016. 1 Rebuilding America Now was formed and is led by two former high-level Trump
staffers, who appear to have helped develop its communications fewer than 50 days after
first joining the campaign, despite the so-called “120 day rule” limiting a campaign
staffer’s work for a super PAC within 120 days of leaving a campaign. See 11 CFR §
109.21(d)(5). 2 Rebuilding America Now was formed at the request of the then-campaign
manager of presidential candidate Donald J. Trump, and the Trump campaign has
encouraged donors to contribute to Rebuilding America Now, 3 and its website

1

Rebuilding America Now Statement of Organization, FEC Form 1 (filed June 2, 2016),
http://docquery.fec.gov/pdf/186/201607169020674186/201607169020674186.pdf#navpanes=0.
2
Complainants have previously filed a complaint with the Commission alleging
Rebuilding America Now has violated FECA by making in-kind contributions to Donald J.
Trump for President, Inc. in the form of “coordinated communications,” 11 CFR § 109.21, and
republished campaign materials, id. § 109.23. See MUR 7146. Complainants alleged that
Rebuilding America Now’s in-kind contributions exceeded FECA’s $2,700 limit on
contributions by a non-multicandidate political committee to a candidate committee, 52 U.S.C. §
30116(a)(1) and violated FECA’s prohibition on contributions to a candidate committee using
corporate funds, 52 U.S.C. § 30118(a) and (b)(2).
3
Alex Isenstadt and Kenneth P. Vogel, Trump Blesses Major Super PAC Effort, POLITICO
(Jul. 20, 2016), http://www.politico.com/story/2016/07/trump-super-pac-donors225892#ixzz4KkGQ03ll.
2

(http://www.rebuildingamericanow.com) features an endorsement from Trump’s running
mate stating that contributing to the super PAC is “one of the best ways to stop Hillary
Clinton and help elect Donald Trump our next president.” Trump has publicly expressed
a willingness to headline fundraisers for Rebuilding America Now, 4 and Donald Trump
Jr. is known to have done so. 5
5.

GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. is a wholly-owned subsidiary of the private prison
company GEO Group, Inc. Both GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. and GEO Group, Inc.
are incorporated in Florida at the address 621 N.W. 53rd St., Suite 700, Boca Raton, FL
33487. 6 George Zoley is the CEO of both GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. and GEO
Group, Inc. 7 According to GEO Group, Inc.’s 2015 Annual Report, forty-five percent of
the company’s annual revenues come from federal contracts. 8

6.

GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. operates the D. Ray James Detention Facility in
Folkston, Georgia, according to labor relations cases filed with the National Labor

4

Matea Gold, Trump Reverses His Opposition to Super PACs and Is Now Willing to
Headline Events for a Big Money Group, WASH. POST (Jul. 21, 2016),
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/post-politics/wp/2016/07/21/trump-reverses-hisopposition-to-super-pacs-and-is-now-willing-to-headline-events-for-a-big-money-group.
5
Alex Isenstadt, Trump Super PACs Revving Up for Final Stretch, POLITICO (Sept. 19,
2016), http://www.politico.com/story/2016/09/trump-super-pac-rebuilding-america-now-228213.
6
See Florida Department of State Division of Corporations, “Search by Entity Name,”
http://search.sunbiz.org/Inquiry/CorporationSearch/ByName (“GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc.”
and “The GEO Group, Inc.”).
7
Id. Nine of GEO Correction Holdings, Inc.’s eleven directors and officers are shared with
GEO Group, Inc. Id.
8
GEO Group, 2015 Annual Report at 79, (Feb. 25, 2016),
https://www.snl.com/interactive/lookandfeel/4144107/2015AnnualReport.pdf. The 2015 Annual
Report also indicates that GEO Group, Inc. and GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. are both shared
borrowers in a credit agreement consisting of a $296.3 million loan and a $700 million revolving
credit facility. Id. at 19.
3

Relations Board (NLRB). 9 A union certification vote at the facility, listing GEO
Corrections Holdings, Inc. as the employer, was certified on December 3, 2013. 10
According to the Federal Bureau of Prisons website the D. Ray James Detention Facility
is a contracted correctional institution which houses 1,913 federal offenders. 11
Additionally, according to USAspending.gov, a U.S. government website that lists some
federal contracts and grants, GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. was awarded a total of
$266,666 in U.S. government contracts in Fiscal Year 2015. 12
7.

On August 18, 2016, the Obama administration announced that it would be ending the
Federal Bureau of Prisons’ use of private prisons, instructing officials to either decline to
renew the contracts for private prison operators when they expire or “substantially
reduce” the contracts’ scope. 13 That same day, GEO Group Inc.’s stock dropped 40
percent. 14

8.

On August 19, 2016, GEO CEO George Zoley told investors that the Federal Bureau of
Prisons had initially extended the company’s contract to manage the D. Ray James
facility through 2018, then rescinded it; however, according to the South Florida Sun-

9

See documents filed in GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc., Case No. 12-RC-097792,
available at https://www.nlrb.gov/case/12-RC-097792.
10
Id.
11
Federal Bureau of Prisons website, “CI D. Ray James,”
https://www.bop.gov/locations/ci/drj/
12
See Recipient Profile: GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. (FY 2015), USAspending.gov,
https://www.usaspending.gov/transparency/Pages/RecipientProfile.aspx?DUNSNumber=079242
241&FiscalYear=2015.
13
Matt Zapotosky and Chico Harlan, Justice Department Says It Will End Use of Private
Prisons, WASH. POST (Aug. 18, 2016), https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/postnation/wp/2016/08/18/justice-department-says-it-will-end-use-of-privateprisons/?utm_term=.e5a9890dcd44.
14
Evelyn Cheng, Prison Stocks Plunge After Report Justice Department Will End Use of
Private Prisons, CNBC (Aug. 18, 2016), http://www.cnbc.com/2016/08/18/prison-stocksplunge-after-report-justice-department-will-end-use-of-private-prisons.html.
4

Sentinel, “Zoley indicated that negotiations would likely continue.” 15 Zoley told
investors on a conference call that GEO had a "written commitment of interest to extend
the [D. Ray James] contract ... It looks like [the Bureau of Prisons] would like to discuss
terms and conditions of extension.” 16 The Justice Department similarly told the Wall
Street Journal that the D. Ray James contract had been rescinded and would be
renegotiated. 17
9.

That same day, August 19, 2016, GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. contributed $100,000
to Rebuilding America Now. 18

10.

Trump has praised private prisons (“I do think we can do a lot of privatizations and
private prisons. It seems to work a lot better”) 19 whereas his opponent Hillary Clinton has
called for their elimination (“I’m glad that we’re ending private prisons in the federal
system. I want to see them ended in the state system. You shouldn’t have a profit
motivation to fill prison cells with young Americans”). 20 According to a September 29,

15

Marcia Heroux Pounds, Boca's Geo Group Expects Contract Renewals Despite Federal
Plan to End Private Prison Operation, CEO Says, SUN SENTINEL (Aug. 19, 2016),
http://www.sun-sentinel.com/business/careers/fl-geo-prisons-response-20160819-story.html.
16
Id.
17
Austen Hufford, GEO Announced a Prison Contract Extension but U.S. Rescinded It,
WALL ST. JOURN. (Aug. 19, 2016), http://www.wsj.com/articles/geo-says-u-s-rescinded-acontract-extension-it-just-announced-1471617584.
18
Rebuilding America Now, 2016 Quarterly Report at 33, FEC Form 3X (filed October 15,
2016), http://docquery.fec.gov/pdf/661/201610159032869661/201610159032869661.pdf. One
week earlier, on August 11, 2019, the GEO Group Inc. PAC made a $50,000 contribution. Id. at
54.
19
Full Transcript: MSNBC Town Hall With Donald Trump Moderated by Chris Matthews,
MSNBC (Mar. 30, 2016), http://info.msnbc.com/_news/2016/03/30/35330907-full-transcriptmsnbc-town-hall-with-donald-trump-moderated-by-chris-matthews?lite.
20
Paul R. LaMonica, Clinton Call for End of Private Prisons Sinks Jail Stocks, CNN
MONEY (Sept. 27, 2016), http://money.cnn.com/2016/09/27/investing/prison-stocks-hillaryclinton-debate-corrections-corporation-america-geo-group/; see also Dina Gusovsky, A BillionDollar-Plus Industry Clinton May Sentence to Death, CNBC (Mar. 4, 2016),
5

2016 article in The Daily Beast, “a Trump victory could be a much-needed lifeline for the
industry—while a Clinton win could cripple the businesses that contract with the feds to
house prisoners.” 21
SUMMARY OF THE LAW
11.

“Contribution” is defined as “any gift … of money or anything of value made by any
person for the purpose of influencing any election for Federal office.” 52 U.S.C. §
30101(8)(A)(i).

12.

Federal law prohibits a federal contractor from making any “contribution to any political
party, committee, or candidate for public office” at any time between the commencement
of negotiations for a federal contract and the completion of performance or termination of
negotiations for the contract. 52 U.S.C. § 30119(a)(1).

13.

Federal law additionally prohibits any person from knowingly soliciting such a
contribution from a federal contractor. 52 U.S.C. § 30119(a)(2).

14.

This statutory federal contractor ban is implemented by the regulation at 11 C.F.R.
§ 115.2, which provides that it is unlawful for a “Federal contractor … to make, either
directly or indirectly, any contribution or expenditure of money or other thing of value, or
to promise expressly or impliedly to make any such contribution or expenditure to any
political party, committee, or candidate for Federal office or to any person for any
political purpose or use.” Id. The prohibition applies during the period between when a
request for proposals is sent out (or when contractual negotiations commence) and the

http://www.cnbc.com/2016/03/04/a-billion-dollar-plus-industry-clinton-may-sentence-todeath.html.
21
Betsy Woodruff, Is Donald Trump Private Prison Companies’ Last Hope?, DAILY BEAST
(Sept. 29, 2016), http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2016/09/29/is-donald-trump-privateprison-companies-last-hope.html.
6

completion of performance of the contract or the termination of negotiations. 11 C.F.R.
§ 115.1(b)(1-2).
15.

Commission regulations define a “federal contractor” as any person who “[e]nters into
any contract with the United States or any department or agency thereof” for “[t]he
rendition of personal services” or for “furnishing any material, supplies, or equipment,”
11 C.F.R. § 115.1(a)(1)(i-ii), and where payment for performance of the contract is
“made in whole or in part from funds appropriated by the Congress,” Id. § 115.1(a)(2).

16.

The prohibition applies equally to a federal contractor making contributions to political
parties, political committees, and candidates. 52 U.S.C. § 30119(a)(1), 11 C.F.R. § 115.2.
In 2011, the Commission ruled that the government contractor prohibition applies to
federal contractors who make contributions to independent expenditure-only political
committees (i.e., “super PACs”) following the U.S. Supreme Court’s decision in Citizens
United v. FEC

22

and the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals decision in SpeechNow.org v.

FEC. 23 MUR 6403 (Alaskans Standing Together) Notification with Factual and Legal
Analysis to Ahtna, Inc. and NANA Regional Corporation, Inc. (Nov. 10, 2011), at 5, 9. 24
The Commission emphasized that a contractor making a contribution to a political
committee to fund independent expenditures is not itself making an expenditure;
therefore, a contribution to such a committee falls “squarely within the statute’s
prohibitions.” Id. at 9.
17.

The federal contractor ban was recently upheld unanimously by the en banc D.C. Circuit
in Wagner v. Fed. Election Comm’n, 793 F.3d 1 (D.C. Cir. 2015) (en banc), cert. denied

22
23
24

130 S.Ct. 876 (2010).
599 F.3d 686 (D.C. Cir. 2010).
Available at http://eqs.fec.gov/eqsdocsMUR/11044304942.pdf.
7

sub nom. Miller v. Fed. Election Comm’n, 136 S. Ct. 895 (2016). In a decision authored
by Judge Merrick Garland, the en banc court stressed that “the record offers every reason
to believe that, if the dam barring contributions were broken, more money in exchange
for contracts would flow through the same channels already on display.” Id. at 18.
CAUSES OF ACTION
COUNT I: GEO GROUP HAS VIOLATED THE BAN ON FEDERAL
CONTRACTORS MAKING CONTRIBUTIONS
18.

Federal law and Commission regulations prohibit a federal contractor from making any
contribution to any political committee during the period in which a federal contract is
being negotiated or performed. 52 U.S.C. § 30119(a)(1), 11 C.F.R. Part 115.

19.

Based on U.S. government websites and published reports, supra ¶ 6, GEO Corrections
Holdings, Inc. is a federal contractor within the meaning of FECA and its implementing
regulations. See 11 C.F.R. §§ 115.1(a-b).

20.

GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. appears to have been performing and/or negotiating
federal contracts at the same time that it made its $100,000 contribution to Rebuilding
America Now, based on that political committee’s reports filed with the Commission.
Specifically, on the same day the contribution was made, George Zoley—CEO of both
GEO Group Inc. and GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc.—told shareholders and reporters
that the company was continuing to negotiate a contract extension for a facility operated
by GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc., the D. Ray James facility in Georgia. 25

21.

Therefore, based on public information, there is reason to believe that GEO Corrections
Holdings, Inc., as a federal contractor, violated the federal contractor contribution ban by

25

Pounds, Boca's Geo Group Expects Contract Renewals Despite Federal Plan to End
Private Prison Operation, CEO Says, SUN SENTINEL (Aug. 19, 2016), supra note 15.
8

making a “contribution to any political … committee,” namely Rebuilding America Now,
during the period its federal contracts were being negotiated and/or performed. 52 U.S.C.
§ 30119(a)(1).
22.

More generally, the contribution in this instance implicates the issues that the
longstanding federal contractor contribution ban has sought to prevent. GEO Corrections
Holdings, Inc. made its contribution just one day after the U.S. Department of Justice
announced it would be phasing-out its contracts with private prison companies, and on
the same day that the DOJ announced that it was rescinding and renegotiating a contract
at a GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. facility. By contributing to a super PAC closely
associated with Donald J. Trump 26—the only presidential nominee to endorse private
prisons—GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. presumably sought to influence the federal
government contracting process and to ensure that under the next administration the
federal government would continue to offer it contracts.

23.

As the Wagner court noted, the contractor contribution ban is particularly salient in
presidential elections, because “[t]he Executive Branch is . . . an obvious site of potential
corruption in the contracting process, since its agencies are the ones that ultimately award
contracts.” 793 F.3d 15-16. In this instance, the next president will set administration
policy on contracting with private prisons—including whether to maintain the Obama
administration’s plans to phase-out private prison contracts. Additionally, the en banc
Wagner court noted that the FECA Amendments of 1974 and 1976, which strengthened
the contractor contribution ban and incorporated it into FECA, were enacted in response

26

See ¶4, supra. Additionally, as described supra at note 2 and the complaint filed in MUR
7146, there is reason to believe that Rebuilding America Now’s expenditures have constituted
coordinated communications that under FECA are treated as in-kind contributions to the Trump
campaign.
9

to the “disturbing examples” of former President Richard Nixon channeling contracts to
political supporters and extracting contributions from existing contractors, 793 F.3d 1216, and that “in government contracting, the risk of quid pro quo corruption and its
appearance, and of interference with merit-based administration, has not dissipated,” id.
at 18.
COUNT II: REBUILDING AMERICA NOW MAY HAVE VIOLATED THE BAN ON
SOLICITING CONTRIBUTIONS FROM FEDERAL CONTRACTORS
24.

Federal law and Commission regulations prohibit any person from knowingly soliciting a
federal contractor to make any “contribution to any political … committee” while the
contractor is negotiating a federal contract or during the performance of their contract. 52
U.S.C. § 30119(a)(2), 11 C.F.R. §§ 115.2(c).

25.

GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. is a federal contractor that was performing and/or
negotiating federal contracts at the time that it made a $100,000 contribution to
Rebuilding America Now. The company’s status as a contractor is widely known, as its
business model relies largely on federal and state government contracts. GEO Corrections
Holdings, Inc.’s contribution was made on the same day as several other contributions
from Florida-based corporations, suggesting that the contribution was made at a Florida
fundraiser where Rebuilding America Now agents solicited contributions.

26.

Therefore, there is reason to believe that Rebuilding America Now may have violated the
ban on knowingly soliciting a federal contractor to make a “contribution to any political .
. . committee” while the contractor is negotiating a federal contract or during the
performance of their contract. 52 U.S.C. § 30119(a)(2), 11 C.F.R. §§ 115.2(c).
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